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CZECH 100 BEST 2007
Prague Castle 
November 30

Pan European Society 
COMENIUS

invites you to 

“Key Factors of Success” 
conference 

/New Gallery, 8:30 am/

&
“Czech 100 Best” 
gala evening & 

award ceremony
/Spanish Hall, 6:00 pm/

Registration 
form available at

www.comenius.cz

Managing conflicts of interest 

When Zdeněk Bakala was flagged for a possible conflict of 
interest in 1999 for his dual role as CEO of Patria brokerage 

house and board member of publicly traded SPT Telecom, he 
said he of course had a conflict of interest. His point, which is 
still valid now, is that all active businesspeople on the small 
Czech market have conflicts of interest; what's important is 
how they manage them. Members of the British Chamber of 
Commerce, in a 72-63 vote, essentially concluded last night 
that Jo Weaver did not abuse any conflict of interest as both 

BritCham chair and PR adviser. The members removed the di-
rectors who had raised the issue and will now elect an entire-
ly new board. Any other decision, it seems, would have meant 
the demise of the Chamber. Like it or not, such organizations 

are fragile entities that depend on the goodwill and hard 
work of a handful of people. Without such a clique - whatever 

its warts and failings - BritCham simply wouldn't exist.
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Glossary
full disclosure - Fleet Sheet/E.S. Best s.r.o. is a member of the British Chamber of Commerce and voted to remove existing board members, for the reasons expressed in today's Final Word.to flag - to call attention to something for reasons of taking specific action; SPT Telecom - later Český Telecom, now Telefónica O2; PR - public relations (in this case, also events organizing); demise - the end or failure of an enterprise or institution; fragile - easily broken or damaged; goodwill - friendly and helpful support; clique - a small group of people with shared interests who spend time together and do not readily allow others to join them; warts and failings - unattractive features and shortcomings.


